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of this paper. Some of this research was done while the author was a Visiting 
Assistant Professor at the University of Iowa. 
We assume the reader is familiar with the terms closed, unbounded, and 
stationary for subsets of a regular cardinal. A regular cardinal K is called 
weakly-Mahlo if {a <K: C-Y is regular} is stationary in K. The process can then be 
repeated to the next stage to (possibly) get a higher order Mahlo cardinal K such 
that {a < K: a is weakly-Mahlo} is stationary, and so forth. In fact, we can give the 
following definition that tells us how to continue this process. 
1.1. Definition. Let K be an uncountable regular cardinal. Let 
NS = {X G K: X is nonstationary}. 
Define operations Ju” : P(K)/NS+P(K)/NS by induction on cy for (Y < K+. Let A0 be 
the identity function. Let &‘([X]) = [{ (Y E X: CY is uncountable and regular and 
Xn(u is stationary in a}] (where [X] indicates the equivalence class modulo the 
ideal NS). A1 is well-defined (see [3]) and can be iterated as follows: 
If A@ has been defined, let .&+l= A1 0.4&j and if (Jccy: y < p) have been 
defined and a E CP(K)/NS, let 
Ate (a) = inf{Z(a): y < P}, 
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provided p <K+ is a limit ordinal. (This infimum exists in the Boolean algebra 
P?(K)/NS as long as p <K+.) We then let 
(i.e. ITT(K) is essentially the number of times Jbc must be iterated in order to get the 
zero of the Boolean algebra P(K)/NS). 
If K is not uncountable and regular, we extend the definition of m to K by 
letting m(~) = 0. It is easy to show that 
rn(~) 2 1 iff K is uncountable and regular, 
rn(~) Z=2 iff K is weakly-Mahlo 
and so forth. If WI(K) = K+, then as in [3] we will call K greatly Ma/do. (The Mahlo 
operation M used in [3] differed slightly from the operation JY used here, but it is 
easy to check that the definition of greatly Mahlo is equivalent.) As shown in [3], 
if K is weakly compact, then K is greatly Mahlo. 
The main purpose of the next two sections will be to generalize the definitions 
given here for the function m, which can be considered as a measure of the 
‘largeness’ of various cardinals. However, if K is the first greatly Mahlo cardinal, 
then m(K) = K+, whereas we also have FIT(K) = K+ if K is supercompact. Since 
greatly Mahlo cardinals and supercompact cardinals have a very different ‘degree 
of largeness’, it is natural to ask whether the definition of m could be altered 
somewhat to a function m” that would differentiate between ‘small’ greatly Mahlo 
cardinals and ‘larger’ ones. Some of the properties which such a function m* 
should have include the following: 
(1) If ~(K)<K+, then m*(~)= m(~). (Actually, this will be violated in a 
minor way when we eventually define m * in Section 3, due to a change in 
indexing which greatly simplifies all of the definitions, but the spirit of this 
property will remain.) 
(2) Given the existence of already well-known types of large cardinals, we 
should be able to find cardinals K such that WI*(K)> K++, WI*(K)> K+++ and SO 
forth. 
(3) If 7 is a ‘reasonable’ term, such as T(K) = K+++ K+, or T(K) = ~++4, and 
WI*(K) > T(K), then we should have {a <K: m*(a) = T(U)} stationary in K. (This 
will be true with a few well-defined exceptions, notably when (VK) (T(K) is 
regular) .) 
Before going on to these more general definitions, it is instructive to look at 
where the problems are. The main one is that in general infimums of subsets of 
P(K)/NS of size K+ do not necessarily exist (if they do, then by a theorem of 
Solovay, either 2” = 2”’ or NS is K+-saturated, and if NS is K+-saturated, then K is 
not greatly Mahlo [3], so if the GCH held, for example, these infimums could 
exist only where we were not interested in using them). We could try defining 
AV’([K]) as [{a! <K: CY is greatly Mahlo}], but this would only postpone the 
problem, since any attempt to repeat this procedure using only elements of 
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~(K)/NS is doomed to fail before (2”)’ steps, since IS( =2”. In the next 2 
sections we will solve this problem by using bigger sets. Finally, in Section 4 we 
will show how to use these Mahlo operations to define canonical inner models 
having many measurable cardinals. 
2. Mahlo operations on 9,X 
The generalizing of the concepts closed-unbounded and stationary to subsets of 
P?,h is due to Jech [4]. The basic definitions are: 
2.1. Definition. Let K >w be regular, x a set of ordinals with 1x12 K and 
C G ‘GPKx = {y E x: ] y I< K}. C is called closed (in PKx) iff whenever D c C is a chain 
under inclusion with \D]<K, IJ D E C. C is unbounded (in 9,~) iff for every 
y E $PKx there is a z EC with y G z. C is club iff it is both closed and unbounded. 
S c PKx is stationary iff S rl Cf @ for all club C. If (X, : a E X) is a sequence of 
subsets of 9,x, let 
Let NS(K, x) = {Xs 9,x: X is not stationary}. Then NS(K, x) is an ideal on the 
Boolean algebra 8(9,x) and we let .CB(K, x) = ~(P,x)/NS(K, x) be the quotient 
algebra, with [X] being the appropriate equivalence classes for Xs PKx. If 
{[X,]: (Y E x} c @K, x), then A{[X,]: (Y E x} is defined to be [A(&: a E x)]. 
Some of the standard properties which follow immediately from the definitions 
are stated in the following theorem. 
2.2. Theorem. (a) C E 5PKx is closed ifi whenever D E C is directed under inclusion 
and IDICK, U DEC. 
(b) 7’he intersection of less than K club subsets of 9,x is club. 
(c) If C, is club for all a E x, then A(C,: a E X) is club. 
(d) A{[&]: (Y E x} is well-defined and is the infimum in CB(K, x) of {[XJ: a E x}. 
As noted above, the main problem is that the diagonal intersection of K+ 
subsets of K has no reasonable definition. However, if we use pKh instead of K for 
some cardinal A > K, then we can use Theorem 2.2(d) to take diagonal intersec- 
tions of anything less than A+ subsets of 9,A. What we need is a corresponding 
version of the Mahlo operation & to iterate hf times. 
2.3. Deli&ion. Let K > o be regular and let Ix] 2 K. For each p <lx]+ define a 
function 
A’ : %(K, X) + %(K, X) 
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by induction on p. Let [X]E~(K, x). Define 
Ju”Ga = [Xl, 
&[X]> = [{y E x: y n K is an uncountable regular cardinal and 
X n 5PcYnKjy is stationary in 9,,,,,y}], 
J@+‘cm = .mJ@cm), 
.@([X]) = inf{AT([X]): y < p} if p is a limit ordinal <lx!+. 
Let 
WI,(K) = {p <(xl+: AP([9’,xD # NS(K, x)}. 
Before we can verify that this definition is well-defined, we need a lemma: 
2.4. Lemma. If C G 9,x is club, then there is a club B G C such that whenever 
y E B and y n K is an uncountable regular cardinal, then ‘P,,,,,y fl C is club in 
9b”KlY. 
Proof. Define a function f: 9,x + C such that y c f(y) and if y c z, y # z, then 
f(y)+ 1 Gf(Z). Th’ is is easy to do by induction on jyj, using the unbounded 
property of C. Extend f to 8,x by defining f(z) = U u(y): y 5 z, y finite} for 
infinite z. Let B = {y : y = f(y)}. We leave it to the reader to verify that B is as 
desired. 
2.5. Theorem. The functions .Mcp defined in Definition 2.3 are well-defined. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2(d), infimums of less than IxI+ elements of B(K, x) always 
exist, so A1 is the only possible problem. Suppose [Xl = [Y], i.e. X il C = Y fl C 
for some club C. Let B G C be as in Lemma 2.4 and let A(X) = {y E X: y fl K is an 
uncountable regular cardinal and Xn??~,,-,,,y is stationary in 9cy,-,Kj} and simi- 
larly for M(Y). It is now routine to show that .M(X) fl B = A(Y) n B. 
2.6. Theorem. Let S E~‘,J be stationary. Then T={y E S: y fl K is not an un- 
countable regular cardinal or S n ~??~~,,~)y is not stationary in B,,,,,y} is stationary 
in 9,x. 
Proof. Let C be club. Apply Lemma 2.4 o times and then intersect to get a club 
BE C such that whenever y E B and y n K is an uncountable regular cardinal, 
9,,,,,y nB is club in 9,,,,,y. Then S fl B # $.J and we may as well assume that 
y n K is an uncountable regular cardinal for each y E S n B, for otherwise 
T n B # P, and we are done. Pick y E S rl B such that y rl K is least possible. Then 
B,,,,,y fTS rl B = @, so since pcYnKjy n B is club, 9,,,,,y nS is not stationary, 
and y E T. 
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2.7. Corollary. (a) If a E~(K, x), a# NS, then #(a) < a. 
(b) (.P ([PJ]): p < m,(~)) is a strictly decreasing sequence in S(K, x). 
We now want to see how the Boolean algebras .B(K, x) and B(K, w) ‘fit together’ 
when x E w. 
2.8. Lemma. Let x E w with 1x1 SK. 
(a) If B is club in 9,x, then C = {z E 9,~: z f~ x E B} is club in 9,~. 
(b) If C is club in P,w, then there is a B E{Z nx: z E C} such that B is club in 
9,X. 
Proof. (a) is easy. For (b) define f: 9-x + C by induction on \y ( such that 
y of, and y G z implies f(y)cf(z). Extend f to P’,x by letting f(y) = 
U U(Z): z c y and z finite} and use Theorem 2.2(a) to show that range(f) C_ C. 
Then B={y:f(y)nx=y} works. 
2.9. Theorem. Let K > w be regular and let x E w with (xl SK. Define 
kw : ah, x> --, Sk W) by bv([xl) = [b E p,c w: znx~x]. Then bW is a well- 
defined Boolean algebra monomorphism which preserves all infimums of size G 1x1 
and commutes with the appropriate Mahlo operations Jup for all %I<lx\+. Further- 
more, if 1x1 = ) w 1, then k,+, is un isomorphism. 
Proof. A routine application of Lemma 2.8. 
2.10. Corollary. If K s\x(, xc w, and m,.(K)<Ix(+, then m,(K) = m,(K). 
From Corollary 2.10 it would appear that a reasonable way to extend the 
definition of m is by letting m*(K) = sup ASKmA( but as we will see below, 
mx(K)=Jx(+ iff m,(K)= Iw\’ for all x and w (with 1x1, Iw~~K), so in fact this 
definition will give nothing new. Before showing this we introduce a different way 
of looking at the Mahlo operations that will shorten many of the proofs which 
appear later on. 
2.11. Definition. Let K >o be regular and let 1x1 Z= K. If f and g are ordinal- 
valued functions with domain gKx, then define the relations f - g, f < g, and f < g 
by 
f - g iff {y E PKx : f(y) = g(y)} contains a club set 
and similarly for < and < (with = replaced by < and 0. It is easy to check 
that - is an equivalence relation, < is transitive and reflexive, and that < is 
transitive and well-founded. For each f, let l\fll be the rank of f with respect to < . 
Call f canonical iff for every g, llfjl s l(gl( implies f =5 g. 
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2.12. Theorem. (a) If fs g and g Gf, then f - g. 
@I If f and g are both canonical and jlfl] = Ilgll, then f - g. 
(4 If f is canonical and g(y) =f(y)+ 1, then g is canonical and \(gl( = llfll+ 1. 
(4 If cf, : y E x) is a sequence of canonical functions and f: 9~ --, ON is defined 
by f(y) = sup,,,f,(y), then f is canonical and llfll = supytx IlfJ. 
(e) There is a sequence (f@ : p < 1x1+) such that for each p, fO is canonical and 
llfd = P, and if Y E 8 ,$ is such that y n K is regular uncountable, then fp r ~??,,,-,~y is 
canonical of rank fD (y). 
(f) If w c x and f is defined by f(y) = y n w, then f is canonical and llfll= ti, 
where 2 is the order type of z for z a set of ordinals. 
(g) For all p <Jxl+ 
J@ ([9,X]) = [{Y E 9,X: fp (Y) 6 % (Y n K)}]. 
Proof. (a), (b) and (c) are easy. For (d), let p = sup,Exllf,lj. For each y E x, f, S f on 
the club set {y : y E y}, so llf/ 3 /.3. Suppose l(glla /3. Then llg(J 3 Ilf,ll for each y, so 
g 3 f, by canonicity of f,,. Pick C, so that g 2 f, on C, and it is routine to show 
that g 2 f, on A(C, : y E x). For (e) use (c) at successors and (d) at limits and then 
the second half of (e) is routine to prove by induction. For (f) show by induction 
on W that f-f*, where f* is as in (e). To prove (g), proceed by induction on /3. 
The limit case is easy and using the second half of (e) makes the successor case 
routine. 
2.13. Theorem. If K >o is regular and 1x1~ K, then m,(~) = (xl+ iffm(~) = K+ (i.e. 
ifj K is greatly Mahlo). 
hOOf. If Wl(K)# K+, then m(K)< K+, and m,(~) = m(~)<(xJ+ by Corollary 2.10. 
SUppOSe m,(K)#lXl+. Let @=m,(K). Then IXupj=IXl, so if we let W=xup, 
then Q,(K) = WI,(K) by Corollary 2.10. Since WI,(K) = 0, A@([~~w]) = NS(K, w), 
i.e. {y c 9%~: f@(y)< m,(y rl K)} is nonstationary by Theorem 2.12(g), where f,(y) 
is canonical and I\fBII = p. Noting that we can let f@(y) = y n P, let 
c~{yEp~W: ynp>m,(ynK)} 
be club. Define {y,: a! <K} by induction on cx <K such that ya E C and (Y < y < K 
implies a E ya G yy. Let t = UaCKyP and note that lt( = K. Then B ={y,: cx <K} is 
club in PKt, so 
{yE~~t:ynp~m,(ynK)}nB=lil. 
But f(y)=ynp is canonical of rank tnp<K+ in 9,t, so m(K)=mt(K)stnp< 
+ 
K . 
2.14. Theorem. If K is greatly Mahlo, then for every cardinal h 2 K, the nonstatio- 
nary ideal over PKA is not A+-saturated. 
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Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.13 and Corollary 2.7. 
Theorem 2.13 gives us the fact that m,(~) cannot take on values in the interval 
[K+, 1x1’), so that trying to define new types of Mahlo cardinals using this 
generalization of the Mahlo operation Ju will not work. There is a slight 
adjustment in the definition, however, that will give the type of cardinals desired. 
Suppose for a moment that the conclusion of Theorem 2.12(g) were actually the 
definition of the operation _@ (m,(a) being defined by induction on a). Then we 
can alter this ‘definition’ slightly be adding an additional condition. This condition 
has the advantage of being natural and of causing the analogue of Theorem 2.13 
to fail. The function Ft defined below is the same as the function rn* which was 
defined in [l], and has all of the desirable properties mentioned in Section 1. 
However, the desire to generalize even further has led to a change in notation 
which was crucial to make the further generalization readable. We will then get an 
m” which is different from ti, but whose relation to fi can be stated in a precise 
way. Since the function ti is for illustration purposes only and will shortly be 
abandoned, we define only for CASK+++ and leave the obvious induction to 
further successors of K to the reader. 
2.15. Defmitiod. Define a function Ft : ON+ON and sets (M,“: A <K+++) by 
induction on K. Suppose 6 r K has been defined. If K is not regular, let C(K) = 0 
and Mt = fl for all A. If K is regular and A < K+++, let I_L = IK U Al and pick 
fx : 9,~ + ON canonical of rank A. 
Case I: A <K+. Let 
MLh={y E~),P :fh(y)sfi(y nk)]. 
Case II: IA\ = K+. Let 
M;={yE~~II:fh(Y)~m(YnK) and y=(ynKI+). 
Case III: IAl = K++. Let 
M;={yE~~CL:fh(Y)~m(ynK) and y=IynKI++ and yrIK+=IYnKl+}. 
C(K) is then defined as the least A such that M; is not stationary, with 
c(K) = K +++ if all My’s are stationary. 
Note that although the sets M; depend on the choice of f,,, their equivalence 
class modulo the nonstationary ideal is independent of that choice. With this 
definition it is easy to show that if K is supercompact, then C(K) = K+++ and that 
the other properties mentioned as desirable in Section 1 hold. 
At present, the consistency strength of these cardinals is not known. If we 
consider the simplest nontrivial case, C(K) > K+, then we know at the upper end 
that if K is K+-Supercompact, then fi(~)>K+. At the lower end, J. Baumgartner 
has pointed out that if {x E 9,A : 1x1> lx fl Kl} is stationary, then O# exists, and it 
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follows immediately from Definition 2.15 that if c(K)> K+ for some K, then O# 
exists. 
A similar argument gives that if K is measurable and C(K) > K+, then Ot exists, 
so even a measurable can have C(K) = K+. There is some reason to believe that 
the consistency strength is somewhat lower, however, for we have been able to 
show that if K is weakly inaccessible and A > K is Ramsey, then {x E P,h : 1x1> 
lx 17 K(} is stationary. (See [2].) In light of this we consider the following conjecture 
to be reasonable. 
2.16. Conjecture. Con(ZFC + 3 Ramsey cardinal) implies 
COn(zFC+3K(fi(K)>K+)). 
If this conjecture turns out to be true, then we will have a relatively narrow 
range for the consistency strength of these generalized Mahlo cardinals. However, 
caution is dictated by the fact that we cannot replace ‘Con’ by direct implication 
(as was conjectured in the earlier version of this paper), a simple counterexample 
being L[%] (see [2] for a proof of this). 
3. The generalized Mahlo hierarchy 
When it comes to carrying the ideas of Definition 2.15 further, there is more 
than one way to proceed. As pointed out by several people, one way to proceed is 
to define the M: of Definition 2.15 by 
M;={XEg)k IKUhl:fi(y) sfi((ynK) andtlyEXU{(KUA(}, 
y is a cardinal iff x n y is a cardinal} 
for all ordinals A and letting C(K) = 00 if M; is stationary for all A. However, this 
definition has a property reminiscent of Theorem 2.13, namely that if C(K) is 
greater than the next weakly-Mahlo cardinal, then i%(K) = 00. One could then add 
the requirement “y is weakly-Mahlo iff x n y is weakly-Mahlo” to get further 
generalizations. 
R. Solovay has pointed out another way of generalizing this idea that is 
different from the definitions of this paper. Using sets of the form ??,(V,) instead 
of 9,h, he defines a function m’ such that m’(K) = 00 iff K is supercompact. 
The idea we are going to use is to replace “y is a cardinal iff x n y is a cardinal” 
in the above definition by m(-y) = m(x rl -y), or at least by something close enough 
to that idea to make everything well-defined. In order to make things go more 
smoothly, we wish to make a couple of modifications. We first note that it is 
somewhat annoying to have to pick a canonical function fk of rank A at each state. 
Note, however, that if we use 9,A instead of P’, IK U A( at each state, then 
fA(x) = X is canonical of rank A, so no choosing needs to be done. This causes 
problems if A < K, but it is easily solved by using K instead of 0 as our starting 
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point, so in our definition of m”, we will always have m*(K) 2 K, and we will have 
m*(K) > K + 1 iff K is uncountable and regular, m*(K) > K + 2 iff K is weakly-Mahlo, 
and so forth. This ‘shift by K’ will disappear when h 2 K * w, long before anything 
really interesting happens. 
The new definition also allows many more possibilities for the exact value of 
m*(K), such as 
m*(~) = (the next greatly-Mahlo)*+ K++++ 36, 
for example, and many terms of this type. 
3.1. Deiinition. Let cm be the reverse lexicographical ordering on ordered pairs 
of ordinals. 
The above ordering seems to be the most natural one for doing the following 
definition. However, different orderings might give analogous definitions that are 
also interesting. 
To avoid dealing with special cases, we adopt the convention from this point on 
that if K is not an uncountable regular cardinal, then every subset of $!?,A is 
nonstationary. 
3.2. Definition. For each (q B) with cr s /3 define sets Qg E gap by induction on 
<,: 
Let K <A and suppose 0; has been defined for all (a, /3) <,,, (K, A). Let 
Qz = {x E gKh: (a) QZ”” is nonstationary. 
(b) (Vy E x)Q$$ is stationary. 
(c) If y, 6 E x and y ~6, then Q2 is stationary 
nx iff Q& is stationary}. 
m*(K) is defined to be the least A such that Q; is nonstationary. If Q; is 
stationary for all A 2 K, we define m*(K) = ~0. Note that (a) and (b) together say 
that m*(K n x) =X. Intuitively, (c) is intended to say that m*(y II x) = m*(y) rl x, 
or at least as close as we can come to that considering the order in which the Qz’s 
were defined. 
3.3. Theorem. If (Y <K and m*(a) 2 K, then m*(a) 3 m*(K). 
Proof. Let 0 = m*(a), and suppose Q$ is stationary. 0; is not stationary, so pick 
a club Cc$P&l such that CnQ”,=O. Let 
B={Ep$:XnK is an ordinal, acx, and 
9-x n C is club in &!?~x}. 
Then B is club in ?P,$, so let x E B n 0;. Let f : X+x be the order preserving map 
and suppose y E Qg. Let z =f’(y). It is now easy to check (using the fact that 
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x E Q; and y E Q;) that z E 0;. Thus {p’(y) : y E 03 n (C n Q3 = 8, so QZ is not 
stationary, i.e., m*(a) G X < K. 
3.4. Corollary. m*(K) is never an uncountable regular cardinal. 
Proof. If K is not regular, then m*(K) = K. If K is regular, then m*(K) > K and if 
h > K is regular with m*(K) 2 A, then by the theorem m*(K) 2 m*(A) > A. 
Theorem 3.3 may seem at first glance to be a rather undesirable property for 
m* to have but there is an analogy from a different large cardinal property: For 
each ordinal CY, let 
s((Y) = 
I 
the least h 2 CY such that cx is not h -supercompact, 
co if a is supercompact. 
Then Theorem 3.3 is true with m* replaced by s, and is in fact merely a statement 
in different notation of a well-known result (see [lo]). 
The following theorem indicates that Theorem 3.3 is the only major obstacle to 
the desired properties listed in Section 1. 
3.5. Theorem. (a) If a <p < y and QE is nonstationary, then Q; is non- 
stationary. 
(b) Let ti be as in Definition 2.15. Then FI is completely determined from m”: 
Case I: m*(a)<a+. Then m*(a)=a+fi(a)=a+m(cw). 
Case II: a+<m*(cz)<a++o. Then m*(cx)=%(cx)+l. 
Case III: a++-tOm*(a)<a++. Then m*(a)= fi(o~). 
Case IV: a++<m*(a)<cx+++f_0. Then m*(cx)=ti(a.)+l. 
Case V: (Y++ + w G m*(a) <a+++. Then m*(a) = fi(cy). 
Case VI: m*(cx)>cx+++. Then ti((~)=cx+++, with the obvious generalization if 
the definition of ti is carried further than CY+++. 
(c) If m*(a) > (~+a+ + n, where 1 =S n co, then {y <Q! : m*(r) = yf + n} is statio- 
nary in a. 
(d) If K is supercompact, then m*(K) = co. 
Proof. (a) If 0; is nonstationary, then let C = {x E Par :{a, p}~ x}. Then - 
0: n C = @, for if x E Qy n C, then Qz$x is nonstationary by 3.2(c), contradicting 
3.2(b). 
(b) If (Y is a cardinal, let g :afct+af++--((a U{ai}U{aft}) be the order 
preserving map. Let Mz be as in Definition 2.15. Then it is easy to prove by 
induction on K that LI,~~I,~ [M;-Mz+,]= [Q;,,,]. The rest then follows easily 
since ~~~~~1,~ is an isomorphism. 
(c) Intersect the club set C = {x E P,( a++n):a+~~<a++n implies YEX} 
with QE++,. The rest is then easy. 
(d) uses the usual argument. If m*(K) = h < 00, then the elementary embedding 
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obtained from a normal ultrafilter over .??,A can be used to get the usual 
contradiction. 
The result of 3.5(c) is typical of what can be proven using more complicated 
terms. In fact Theorem 3.5(c) is true of any ‘reasonable’ term T((Y) replacing 
(Y+ + n which does not collide with the result of Theorem 3.3. Thus, 3.5(c) cannot 
be proven for I = (the least weakly Mahlo> (Y) + 1, but is true for T((Y) = (the 
least weakly Mahlo > (w) + 2, using the club set C = {x E 9~3 : {6,6 + 1) E x}, where 
S is the least weakly Mahlo > (Y and 0 = 6 + 2. 
Before proceeding with applications we note one other generalization. As is 
well known, K is called strongly-M&lo iff the strongly inaccessible cardinals 
below K form a stationary set. All of the results in this paper have a correspond- 
ing result which generalizes the strong Mahlo hierarchy and which in fact can be 
obtained by systematically replacing the word ‘regular’ by the words ‘strongly 
inaccessible’ in every definition and theorem in this paper. (Practically any other 
large cardinal property could also be switched with ‘regular’ in this paper, but 
‘regular’ and ‘strongly inaccessible’ seem more interesting than any others in that 
they generalize previous definitions.) 
4. Canonical filter sequences 
Let K be a measurable cardinal and let % be a normal ultrafilter over K. Then, 
by a well known result of Kunen, for any regular p >2” there is an elementary 
embedding j : L[%]-+L[C], where C is the club filter over p. Thus the club filters 
C can be considered as a canonical collection which provides ‘all’ models L[%] (in 
the sense that every such model is an elementary substructure of such an L[C]). 
The main result of this section is to provide canonical filter sequences which play 
the same role for the models L[U] with many measurable cardinals that were 
defined by Mitchell in [8] and [9]. 
Because the definitions are substantially easier, we first give the definitions and 
the canonical form theorem for the models of [8]. 
4.1. Definition (Mitchell). U is called a coherent sequence iff U is a function with 
dom U = {(a, B) : /3 < O”(~) and (Y < I”} for some ordinal I” and ordinal-valued 
function 0”, each U(a, p) is a filter over CX, and the following properties hold: 
(a) For each (a, S) E dom U, U(CY, p) fl L[ U] is a normal ultrafilter in L[ U]. 
(b) If i : L[U]-+L[U]“/U(a, p) is the canonical embedding, then O”“‘(CX) = p 
and for every ((Y’, p’) E dom U which is lexicographically less than (a, p), 
(i(U))@, P’) = U(cJ, 0’). 
See [8] for more details on the properties of these models L[U]. 
4.2. Definition (The canonical filter sequences). For each ordinal (Y and each 
/3 <m(a), let $(a, /3) be the filter generated by the element a = 
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&([cY])-&+l([cz]), i.e. S((Y, 6) ={XGa :[X]Z-a}. If [p, V) is any interval of 
ordinals, let sLcL,“) = 9 1 {(a, /3> : F ~a! < v and p < m(a)}. 
4.3. Theorem. Suppose there is a proper class of greatly MahEo cardinals. Then for 
any coherent sequence U there is an interval [p, u) and an elementary embedding 
i :WJl+~C~~,,,J 
A hypothesis of the type appearing in the first sentence of this theorem cannot 
be avoided. For example, we could have a model of ZFC having a measurable 
limit of measurable cardinals with no larger weakly inaccessible cardinal. The 
theorem would be false in such a model without the first sentence. 
We wish to avoid writing out the proof of Theorem 4.3 in complete detail, as it 
follows from the much stronger Theorem 4.8. On the other hand, the proof of 
Theorem 4.8 is several orders of magnitude more difficult. Thus, we will outline 
the main arguments for the special case of Theorem 4.3, and the reader is advised 
to look at this case first before trying to work out all of the details of the most 
general case. A few definitions and theorems used in this outline do not appear 
until later in this paper. 
Let U be coherent, let 8 be least such that i&3 = 8 for all % grange(U), and 
note that for any regular K > 8 it requires K iterated ultrapowers of I_[ U] to move 
8 above K. Let p > 8 be regular but not weakly-Mahlo (i.e. m(p) = 1) and define 
@&:a< F) by iterating the smallest measure of MO = L[U] p times. If M, has 
been defined for some a 2 k let K, be the least K Z=p such that (i,OU)(K)>m(K), 
let Q& = (&U)(K,, m(K,)), and let M,,, = M>P&, and proceed until such time (if 
any) that no K, as defined exists. 
Because this case is simpler we can consider only the M,‘s and ignore the Mx’s 
defined in Definition 4.9, and we can replace C!?),K by K and ignore all 9,~‘s. This 
makes the proof of the analogue of Corollary 4.13 a little more involved (since 
the ‘nice’ canonical functions fp(x) = x n p are often not available) but still 
routine, while Theorem 4.14 is easier because the K,‘S are strictly increasing. 
Whether the indexing of filters over K starts at 0 or at K is irrelevant. 
Let Ka p be regular such that M, is defined and let h < i,O. Let 
A(K,~)={cx<K:K,=EY,~,,K,=K, and i,,(m(a>>=A}. 
Thus by Corollary 4.13 (since K, = a and i,,K, = K happen on a club) there is an 
fh canonical of rank h such that A(K, h) ={(Y<K: fh(cx) = m(a)], SO [A]= 
_&([K])-.&+‘([K]) by the analogue for K of Theorem 2.12(g). Thus if h <m(K), 
then A(K, h) is stationary and i,,%, = (iKU)(K, A) for each (Y EA(K, A). Thus, by 
the usual arguments, if X E p(K) fl M,, then X E (iKU)(K, A) iff X contains a final 
segment of A(K, A), i.e. iff [X]>&*([K])-&+‘([K]), since A(K, A) is stationary. 
Future iterated ultrapowers do not change this. Further, since the A(K, A)‘s are 
pairwise disjoint, only K many of them can be nonempty, so m(K) < K+. Thus the 
iterations M, must stop before reaching the first greatly Mahlo cardinal greater 
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than I*. Letting v ={a :M, is defined}, it is routine to check that Ptw,y) is the 
desired canonical filter sequence. 
(Note. As a second intermediate step in attacking this proof the reader might 
wish to consider only sequences satisfying Definition 4.5 [where the K,‘S are still 
strictly increasing] before jumping into the much more general sequences of 
Definition 4.6.) 
We repeat some definitions from [9]: 
4.4. DeGnition. If f is a function with domain ‘cz, and x c S, f is said to have 
support in x if there is a function g with domain xa such that for all a E ‘a, 
f(u)=du r x). Th e unique smallest x such that f has support in x will be called 
Suppcf). The same definition applies to subsets of se! by referring to the charac- 
teristic function. Let 
Pf(“a) = {X E B(Sa) : Supp(X) is finite}. 
8,(Sa) is a subalgebra of the Boolean algebra P(“a), and if @U E Pf(‘a) is an 
ultrafilter, then ultrapowers can be formed from % by using only functions with 
finite support. Such a ‘JU is called countably complete if n A # 0 for all countable 
A c % (note that n A E % is not required and will not be true in general if 6 is 
infinite). We will abuse notation by identifying XE’~ with {a r x : a E X} for any 
x such that Supp(X) E x G 6 (and similarly for functions). We can then consider 
S,(xcz) to be a ‘subset’ of 9,(‘cz) when x E 6. If % c 9,(*cz) is a filter, let %[x] be 
%’ fl ‘5Pf(xa). (Quotes will often be used to warn the reader about these notation 
abuses.) If M is any model of ZFC and % E J& is any such ultrafilter. Ult(M, %) will 
denote the ultrapower of M by % (using only functions in M) and & : M+ 
Ult(M, Ou) will be the appropriate canonical embedding. 
We now use ultrafilters of this type to extend the definition of a coherent 
sequence. The following definition is the same as that given in [9] by Mitchell, 
except for the adjustment in the indexing mentioned already in Section 3 (so 
Mitchell’s U(cy, 0) will correspond to our U((Y, (Y + p), the distinction disappearing 
when /3scz *w). 
4.5. Dehition. Let 1” be an ordinal and let O” be an ordinal-valued function 
with O”(or)>ol for all OL such that cy <y s O”(a) implies O”(y) = y. Let U be a 
function with domain {(a, 0): (Y < l” and (Y s/3 < OU(a)} such that for each 
(a, p) E dom( U), % = U((Y, p) is an ultrafilter on $%“,(‘a) for some 6 = S(cz, f3) such 
that 
(1) Vh<a, {a:A<a,}~%, and if u<~<8, then {u:a,<u,<O”(u,)}~OU, 
where for u~Pr(*a), we let u=(a,,:vt6). 
(2) If v < 6 and {a :f(u) < &}E%, then there is an f’ E L[U r ((Y, p)] with 
support in v such that {u:f(u)=f'(u)}~~. 
(3) If f E L[U r (a, p)] has support in u, then {a : f(u) = u,,}$"u. 
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(4) % is countably complete. 
(5) i&U) 1 a+1 ‘=‘U 1 (a, /3), ((Y, P)$dom i&U), and if {a:f(a)<OU(cz,)}~ 
%, then there is an f’ E L[ U r (a, p)] such that {a : f(a) = f’(a)} E Ou. 
Here we define F 1 ((Y, p) = F r {(a’, 0’) E dam(F) : a’< CY’ or CK’ = a! and p < p} 
andFra+l=Fr(a,OF(a)). 
For the many nice properties of these models L[ U], such as GCH, see [9]. (We 
will not need these properties in this paper.) 
In order to apply the generalized Mahlo hierarchy to these canonical forms, we 
wish to generalize Definition 4.5 even further. In particular, since y is measurable 
in L[U] iff O”(r)>? (corresponding to O”(y)>O in [IS]) we wish to have 
cardinals y with O”(r) > y and O”(cy 2 y for some (Y < y. We therefore make the 
following modifications: 
4.6. Definition. Extend Definition 4.5 to more sequences U by making the 
following two changes. 
(a) Replace the requirement that (Y < y <O”(a) implies O”(y) = y by the 
requirement that if 0”(/3> > /3, then {(Y < p : OU(a)> p} is bounded below p. 
(This requirement can be eliminated entirely by more complicated arguments.) 
(b) Redefine F 1 (a, p) as F I {(a’, p’) : (a’, 0’) -Cm(a, p)} where <,,, is the re- 
verse lexicographic order and F is any sequence. 
It is easy to check that every U satisfying Definition 4.5 also satisfies Definition 
4.6. We note that this definition satisfies the following three properties: 
(1) If K <A GO”(~), then O”(X)< O”(K) (otherwise let % = U(h, O”(~)) and 
the coherence property (5) is violated at the pair (K, O”(~)) for &). 
(2) Given appropriate large cardinal assumptions (e.g. a supercompact cardi- 
nal), sequences U exist satisfying Definition 4.6 but not Definition 4.5. 
(3) The comparison lemma, (corresponding to Lemma 2.3 in [8] or Lemma 2.3 
in [9]), the crucial tool for studying the structure of these models, can be proven 
(it is immediate from Theorem 4.8). 
We now give the definition of the canonical filter sequences that generalize 
Definition 4.2. Because of the frequent occurrence of L[U r (a, p)] in Definition 
4.5 we cannot define a single class function 9 as in Definition 4.2. Instead we 
must define functions 9, for each p which is regular but not weakly-Mahlo. 
4.7. Definition. Let w be any ordinal such that m*(~) = w + 1 (i.e. m(p) = 1). Let 
dom(sP) = {(a, @) : p s a and (Y < /3 < m*(ar)}. We define $w ((Y, p) by induction 
on cm, so assume sw r (a, p) has been defined and let M = L[S+ r (a, p)]. Let 
F[l] be the filter on S,(‘P?&) ‘generated by’ Qz, i.e. F[l] ‘ =’ 
{X E PJ : [X] 2 [QF1) (using the natural identification of PJ and ‘gJ3). Suppose 
the filter F[q] on P’f(“P,&) has been defined. Let 6, be the least ordinal not in 
the set {y < p : there is a canonical f with \Ifll= y and a g E M with finite support in 
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q such that {a E ‘9,p :f(a,J = g(a*)}E F[n]}, w h ere a* E “a is defined by a: = 
up fl (Y (p < q) for a E “9~3. If 6, 2 p, then the induction stops and we let F = 
F[q]. If 6, <p, let 
If n is limit let F[n] = ‘ U’6<q F[6]. It is easy to show that the F[v]‘s are proper 
filters such that R[Y]‘ c ‘F[v+ l] and that the b,‘s are strictly increasing, so the 
induction stops. Thus F is a well-defined filter on S,(“??,p) for some 6 2 1. We 
now define sw(a, 6) = {X* : XE F}, where X” = {a* : a E x) for XE 9’f(“9clp). 
Thus each .9&(cr, p) is a filter on S,(“a) for some 6. 
We are now in a position to state the main theorem of this section. The 
remainder of the paper will then build the machinery necessary to prove this 
theorem. The statement “enough high degree Mahlo cardinals” will be made 
precise before the Theorem is proven. If we consider only sequences U which 
satisfy Definition 4.5, then a proper class of greatly Mahlo cardinals is enough. 
4.8. Theorem. Assume there are ‘enough’ high degree Mahlo cardinals. Let U be 
any coherent sequence as in Definition 4.6. Then there are ordinals p and v and an 
elementary embedding 
j: L[U]+L[S* 1 v+l]. 
Iterated ultrapowers 
4.9. Definition. Let MO a standard model of ZFC. We define an iterated ul- 
trapower M, : a s h to be any member of a sequence defined as follows: If kf,, has 
been defined for y < CY with elementary embeddings iYp : IV&, -+Mp (y c fi <a.> 
which commute (& = iv&, as-y<@ <a) and (Y is a limit ordinal, IV& is the 
direct limit of (iV& : y < a) with respect to the embeddings iv8. If M, has been 
defined, then M,,, =Ult(il&, %J for some qu, EIM, such that M, k”%, is a 
countably complete ultrafilter over some .P#K)“. We let i_+l : M, -+M,+, be the 
canonical embedding and let K, be the critical point of iu,_+l. If w1 G MO, then all 
K’s are well-founded (see [7] on how to prove this) and will be identified with 
their transitive collapse. From the linear system (A& : (Y <A) we want to construct 
a directed system (M, : x E D) for some directed D G P(A), with commuting maps 
i,, for x, y ED, xc y. The definition is by induction: 
Case I: Limit case. Let CY be a limit ordinal and suppose iz and &P(p) n D have 
been defined for all y E z c p <(Y. If x is an unbounded subset of (Y, then we let 
x ED iff proper initial segment of x is in D and M, is the direct limit of {MY : y is 
a proper initial segment of x}. 
We now define i,,,, in the obvious way for w G x and x unbounded in (Y. 
Case II: Successor case: Suppose P’(a) n D and {i, :x E S(a) n D} have been 
defined and let x c CK. If x $ D, then we will have x U {(Y} 6 D. If x E D, then we let 
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x U {(Y} E D iff O~L~ E range(&), and if Q% is such that i,Qu, = ‘II,, we let MXUr,) = 
Ult(M,., ‘J&J. For xc_ y ccz, x, y E 0, the map iXU~or~,YU~or~ is the map Ifl%_- 
[i,,f]Q,,, for all functions fE M, whose domains are appropriate to the ultrafilter 
%&. (See [S] for a different, but equivalent, definition of these models M,.) We 
write i, for iOX. When we say M, exists we will mean x E D. Some of the basic 
properties of this directed system are listed in the following theorem. 
4.10. Theorem. Let (M, :x ED) be as in Definition 4.9. 
(a) D is closed under unions (but not necessarily under intersections). 
(b) If E G D is directed under inclusion and x = U E, then M, is the direct limit of 
(M,, : y E E). 
(c) For any asA and any yea there is an xeD such that y~_x~a. If y is 
finite, then we can pick x to be finite. If y is infinite, x can be picked so that 1x(= (~1. 
(d) IfxEDand V~EX, i xnv,vQX~ = Qu,, then i, = i,- and M, = M:. (Note that this 
does not necessarily imply ixh = ijrx.) 
Outline of proof. (a) and (b) are routine. For (c), first prove the finite case by 
induction on Jy(. The infinite case then follows easily from the finite case and (a). 
Prove (d) by induction on the order type of x. 
Our primary interest in these models M, lies in the following corollary: 
4.11. Corollary. If K is regular and uncountable, K GA, then {x E PKh : M, exists} is 
club in P’,h. 
4.12. Lemma. Suppose a! is regular, M,, exists, (Y G US& and p s p is such that 
whenever y E 6P,v and M,, exists, Irange n p ) <CL Then 
C={XEP~~~:M~~,, exists, {a, P, PIE rang4bJ, 
and x n p = range(i,,,,) n p} is club. 
Proof. Suppose B c C is a chain and let x = U B. Then 
X~P = U (2 np>= U (range(izn,,,)n~) 
ZEB ZEB 
= =vB raw4i.nv,u 4 r-7 P = rawL,,J n P, 
since MXn,, is the direct limit of the (M,,,,)‘s. MxnY exists and ((.u, p, p}~ 
range(i,,,,,) are clear, so x E C and C is closed. 
For unboundedness, suppose z E 9J3. Pick z(O) =, z so that Mz(ojn,, exists. If 
z(n) has been defined pick z(n + 1) E 9J3 such that 
(a) z(n) E z(n + 1) and Mz(n+lj,-,v exists, 
(b) {a, P, P> E raw4i,~,+I~n,,~L 
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(4 z(n) s raw4i,~,+l~nv,vh 
(4 raw(i,~,~n “,,I r-l P G z(n + 1). 
Let z’ = U {z(n) : n <co}, and it is easy to show that z’ E C, so C is unbounded. 
4.13. Corollary. Let cy be uncountable and regular and let v acy such that M,, 
exists. Suppose IyI <[VI and dejine f with domain CPav by 
f(x) = 
{ 
the unique 6 such that ix3 = y, 
if M, and such a 6 both exist, 
0, otherwise. 
Then if range(f) G CY, f is canonical and llfll= y. 
Proof. y<a is easy. If asysv, apply Lemma 4.12 with p = v and p = y and 
use the fact that f’(x) = x fl y is canonical of rank y. If y > v, applying Lemma 4.12 
with /3 = p = y gives that f(x n v) = X on a club subset of gay. Since the function 
g(x) = z is canonical of rank y in 9,-y and I-y1 = 1~1, the rest follows easily from the 
isomorphism Lo : 9(a, v)--t9(a, y). 
4.14. Lemma. Suppose M, exists, cx is regular, and 
(a) For all 6 <a, there is an q <(Y such that r) G y <a! implies K? > 8. 
(b) For all y < CY, Irange n (YI< (Y. 
Then A = {K,, : y < CY and ivaKY = a} contains a club subset of a. 
Proof. Applying Lemma 4.12 with (Y = v = p = p and then intersecting with cx 
(which is club in Pa(y) gives that 
C = {y < (Y : a E range(i,) and y = range(Ga) tl CX} 
is club in ??=a, and therefore in (Y. Note that if y E C, then iya-y = a, so for all 
y E C, there must be a 6, y G 6 < (Y, such that K* =S y, for otherwise we would have 
iv,y = y. Now let 
We show T is nonstationary, for suppose T is stationary. Then f: T-a defined 
by f(r) = K*, where S is least such that K~ < y S 6 <a, is regressive, so cofinally 
many K*‘S are the same, contradicting (a). Thus C-T contains a club set, and 
clearly C - T z A. 
4.15. D&nitior~. Let U be a coherent sequence as in Definition 4.6. Let 0 be the 
least ordinal >l u such that i&3 = 8 for all Q E range( U), and let p > 8 be any 
uncountable regular cardinal which is not weakly Mahlo (p is fixed throughout 
the construction). The reason for the restrictions on p is that we want to find an 
interval I of ordinals (with least element CL) and an iterated ultrapower i : L[Uj+ 
L[i(U)] such that i(OU) and m” agree on the interval I, with the smallest 
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measurable cardinal of L[i(U)] being k. Thus we need (i(O”>>(r*) = m*(p) = p + 1. 
Define iterated ultrapowers A4, by induction on Q! with MO = L[ U] and taking 
direct limits at limits. Suppose M, has been defined. 
Case I: 0 <CY <p. Then let K, be the least element of {y : O,(y) > -y} and 
% = (i,u)(G K,), where for convenience, 0, = 0’~~ for any y such that M,, 
exists. 
Case II: cx 2 @. Then let (K, A) be the <,-least pair such that (K, A) E dom(i,U) 
and WI*(K) = h. Let K, = K and %a = (&U)(K, A). Let A, = A. Case II continues 
throughout the ordinals until such time (if any) that no (K, A) as specified exists. 
We let 0 = {a : K, is defined}. Thus R is either an ordinal or the class of all 
ordinals. From now on any reference to K,, i,, M,, etc. will assume the item in 
question exists. Some basic properties of this iterated ultrapower are: 
4.16. Proposition. (a) If MY exists, then (j0lsmax{ly(, ]0]} 
(b) If (Y <a’, then A, -CA,, and K, # K,,. 
(c) 1f (6, rn*(S>&,(~, A,), then for aEl ~>a, O,(6)< m*(a). 
(d) If ‘=, <y<r, then K~>K,. 
Proof. (a) By induction on ji, using the defining property of 8 at successors. (b) 
and (c) are routine by induction on a, using the coherence property (Definition 
4.5(5)). Remark (1) after Definition 4.6 is useful in showing A,+r>A,. 
(d) Suppose K,sy<T and K,<&. Then rn*(q)=A,Z=y~~,~~,. and by 
Theorem 3.3, A, = m*(~,) a m*(~,) = A,, contradicting (b) since y CT. 
4.17. Definition. Let (Y 2 I_L be regular such that M, exists and let p ~=a. Let 
v = ~(a, /3) be the greatest v such that M,, exists and whenever (Y <y < u, we have 
A, <p tl O,(a). (Existence of ~(a, 0) is no problem, since a is vacuously a 
‘potential Y’ and the set of all ‘potential V’S’ is closed. Since the A,‘s are strictly 
increasing, it is easy to see that ~(a, 6) < 0). 
Q(q /3> is defined to be the set of all y E Paw satisfying all of the following 
properties. 
(a) M,, exists and y II (Y is an ordinal and i,,,(y fl a) = a. 
(b) Kv=yn(Y. 
(c) i,,(O,+l(y na)) = p (i.e. &(m*(y n a)) = p if jj 2 p.). 
(d) For all y E y, ivnv,v%n= 9~~. 
4.18. lemma. Let a, p, I, be as in Definition 4.17, with p urn*. 
(4 If aSy<v, then ~,>a. 
(b) There is an ordinal 6 <a such that whenever u E y E Q(a, P), 9 <Y < u 
implies K,, > A,. 
Proof. (a) Suppose not, i.e. K? <a. Then OL <X, <p<m*(a), so since A, = 
m*(Ky), Ky # a, so K~ <a. But then ITI* 2 m*(a), a contradiction. 
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(b) If Q(cz, /3) #@, then since MJ =iVf, (by 4.17(d)), O,,(K~) = Og(~g)>~v, so 
O,(a)> a and {y <cu : O,(y) >a} is bounded below a! by 4.6(a). Let U<CX be 
such that if y <(Y and O,,(y) > (Y, then &,,r = y. We can do this by (a), since it is 
easy to find an x G Y such that i,,-y = y for all such y, in which case x fl (Y also 
works. It is easy to see that (+ works. 
The following lemma, which asserts a close relationship between the Q(a, p)‘s 
and the Qg’s defined in Section 3, is the main technical lemma of this section. 
4.19. Lemma. Let (Y, /3, v be as in Definition 4.17. Then 
(a) ~,B[Q(~, PII = IQ;]. 
(b) If m*(a)<m and v = ~(a, m*(a)), then rn*~((~)~O~(c~), and for all y>v 
such that MQ exists, m*(a) = O,(a). 
Proof. We prove by induction on cm, so suppose the lemma is true for all 
CY’, p’, V’ = v((Y’, @‘) satisfying the hypothesis such that (cx’, p’) cm(cq p). If ctz = p, 
it is easy to check that V(P, /3) = v for all /3 Z= (Y, that Q(p, p) = B for @ > CL, and 
that Q(p, F) contains the club set {y < I_L : K~ = y}, and the rest is routine since CL 
was chosen to be regular but not weakly-Mahlo. Thus for the rest of the proof we 
assume a > p. To prove (a) for (a, p), let A = {x E g&l :x n I, E Q(q /3)}, and by 
definition of L,,~ we will be done if we can find a club Cc ??Jl such that 
Anc=Q;nc. 
We now define several club sets which we shall intersect to get C. For each 
y < /3 we define C(y) as follows: If y <(Y or y > u we let C(y) = SYJ.3. If (Y S y s V, 
let p(y) = min{P, i@} and let 
C(Y) =1x E g,P : Ma, exists, {a, P, P(Y)IC rwe(L,,,), and 
x n P(Y) = rweL,J n P(Y)). 
Using 4.16(a), it is easy to check that the hypotheses of Lemma 4.12 are satisfied, 
so C(y) is club. If v = p, define C(V) the same way. Now let 
x E C, iff for all y E x, x E C(y) n C(v). 
Let 
Ci ={x :x rl a is an ordinal >p and MxnY exists}, 
C, = {x :x n a E I?}, for some B c (Y club in (Y such that 
Bc{~~:y<cz and i+$=(Y}, 
C,={x:if yexnf2, then {K,,&}npGX}, 
C,={x:if y~x and m*(y)<& then Marx}. 
C, is club by Lemma 4.14 and for Ci, C,, C, it is easy to verify the club property. 
Let C=C,nC,nC,nC,nC,. We now show that AnC=Q;nC. 
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(G) Suppose x E A n C. Let y = x r\ V, so by definition of A, y E Q(a, p). Note 
that 4.17(d) implies that for all y E y, MT;= M,,, and i,oy= i,~?, and that 
My = M,, i, = 4. Thus since O,+,(y II (Y) < i,+,0 = i&, it is clear from 4.17(c) that 
p < i,8, so p(v) = p. So since x E C(U), i,,X = p, i.e. m*(x f-h) = m*(y f-b) = Sz, 
since we are considering, only y’s such that p G y. Thus x satisfies (a) and (b) of 
Definition 3.2 for Q;. Now let y, 6 E x with y < 6. -- 
Case I: Qs is nonstationary. Then m*(x fl -y) <x n 6, so pick n E x such that - - 
m*(xny)=xnn, and clearly y==n < 6. If n <(Y, then clearlyx= Qs is 
nonstationary, so assume 7-t 2 (Y. Since m*(x n -y) < I? = m*(x n a), clearly -- -- 
Xny#Xna=K- do from the definition, +nY,xn7j)sy, SO xnq= 
m*(x n y) =2 n 7) by the induction hypothesis on (b), since iV,j+ 1 does not 
change 0, (x rl r). Thus x fl q = 0, (x n $, since i,, = 6. Applying i,,,, to both sides 
and using the fact that i,,x n y= y and i,,,x n q= q (easy since x E C(V)), we get 
O,(q) = q. Since v(y, n) < V, m *(y)~ O,,(y) = n, by the induction hypothesis on 
(b). Thus Q; is nonstationary and therefore so is Q& 
Case II: Qz is nonstationary. Let n = m*(r) < 6. Again we can assume q L (Y. It 
is easy to check that v(y, q) G V, so by the induction hypothesis on (b), m*(r) < 
O,,(r), and it is easy to see that in fact equality holds, for if m*(r)< O,,(y), then 
either K, = y or K, = y’ for some other y’ with the same properties, violating the 
definition of v((Y, p) as being the greatest v such that. . . etc. Since O,(y) = 17, we -- -- 
argue as in Case I to get 0, (x n 7) = x fl v, so m*(x n r) G x flq, by choice of Kg, 
i.e. Qs (and therefore Qa) is nonstationary. 
Then x E 0: by Definition 3.2(c). 
(2) Suppose x E Q; n C. Let y = x tl V. Then 4.17(a) is immediate since x E C. 
Since iy,X = p, as x~C(v), and m*(y no)= m*(xnol)=Z, 4.17(c) is easy. Note 
that by the definition of C(y), if y E y U(u) and 6 <p(y), then ixny,Jx fl 6) = 6. 
We can prove that for all y E y, iy,-,y,yQ,ln =(Jl&. We do so by induction on initial 
segments of y, so let y E y and assume that if r) E y n y, &,,,_%n= %,,. Then by 
4.17(d), M,,, = My- Thus we get that for all S E y, i,,,,,(O&y n 6)) = O,(6). 
By Definition 3.2 we have for all 6, r E x rip(y))) Qf is stationary iff 0s is -- 
stationary, i.e. m”(6) ST iff m*(x 0 6) <x rl T. It is easy to see that h, <p(y) (by 
definition of 0, O,(6) < i,$ for all 6) and that hxY is less than the preimage in 
M,,, (= MxT4) of p(y)), so by the choices of K~ and K% we must have 
i,,,,,oU~y = %‘ly. Not that 4.17(d) has been established, we see that i,, = i, and 
M,, = My. Since x E C2 we know that y na = K, for some r, and it is easy to see 
that we must have r = 9, since if we had K,# y fla, we could argue as we just did 
for proving (d) of 4.17. (using i,, instead of i,,,,, ) that K, would be chosen so that 
LY < K, < O,(a) and h, < p, violating the definition of ~(a, 0). Thus K~ = y fl a and 
x E A, so we have proven (a) of the Lemma. 
To prove (b), we only need to take a closer look at the case p = O”(a), where 
v = ~(a, m*(a)). If m*(ol)=~@ we are done, so assume m*(a)> O,,(a). Using the 
definition of ~(a, fl), it is easy to check that ~(a, p) = u. We will show that 
Q(a, p) = @, contradicting m*(a)> O,,(a), since Q(a, 0) should be stationary by 
(a) of the lemma. 
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Suppose y E Q(cY, p). Then ty = & by 4.17(d) and 4.10(d). Thus 
i,y(oY+I(~ n a)) = B = o,(o) = ~,,(o,(Y f-w = ~O,(Y n 4, 
so O,(y n a) = O,+,(y n a), contradicting Kg = y fl a. Thus m*(a) s O,(a). By 
choice of (K,, A,), we must have A y 2 m*(a), for it is easy to see that X, <m*(a) 
would violate the definition of v((Y, m*(o)). 
4.20. Corollary. Suppose 0 is an ordinal. Then 
dom(Untl)=domP~ lfl+l. 
Proof. We need to show that for all (Y E [CL, 0 + l), m*(o) = Onsl(a), and that 
On+r(cz)=a whenever a>n+l. Note that for all asp., a<0, ~(a,@)<0 
trivially, so it is easy to show that Q(a, i&-l) = 8, so that m*(a) (00 by Lemma 
4.19(a), so m*(a) = Oati by 4.18(b). (Th e case where (Y is singular is trivial.) 
Suppose there were an a! 3 0 + 1 such that 0 n+1(a) > (Y. Then by definition of 8 
we would have (Y <i&I. But li&l= Ill], so (Y is not regular and m*(a) =(Y < 
On+l(a>. But then (a, m*(a)) would be a possible choice for (K~, ho), contradict- 
ing the definition of a. 
To prove Theorem 4.8 we only need to show that L[U,+,]= L[@,, 10 + 11. 
The above corollary gives part of that result, showing that the domains at least 
match. For the rest we need to show that for all (cy, 0) E dom( Un+r), Un(~, p) ‘ E ’ 
sw(~, 0). The quotes are there because the containment is only true if each 
XE Ufl(o, 0) is identified with the appropriate X’ ~(s”ppx)~. 
4.21. Definition. Suppose CY 2~ such that M, exists and (Y s/3 <m*(a). Let 
v = V(CU, 6) and 6 = (iJ)(q 0). (See Definition 4.5.) Let % = i,U(a, p) and let [*I% 
indicate the ultrapower taken inside M,. (Note that %s Pf((“a).) Define the 
function hap E A& with domain 6 as follows: For each q < 6, let b,@(n) = 
[(a, : a E”~)L. For all such (a, 6) we define a filter ??(a, /3) s Pf(‘a). We first 
define a G s B,(*Pav): We let G[l] be the filter generated by Q(cz, p). If G[n] 
has been defined and q < 6 we let has,, :Pa v+a be the canonical function of rank 
&a(n) defined by ix&+ (x) = b,,(v) whenever this makes sense (Corollary 4.13). 
That range(b,,,) E a! is easy to show since ba6(q) < iv@ Then let 
G[n + l] = {XE P)f(Tl+lP~~) : {a 1 n : a E X and b+,(a,,) = a,, n a} E G[q]}. 
At limits we take the ‘union’. As in Definition 4.7, we then let %(a, /3) = 
{X* : X E %}. Thus, the definition here is essentially the same as in Definition 4.7 
for SK except that we use bole(r)) instead of 6, and Q(a, p) instead of Q;. 
The proof of the Main Theorem will proceed in two steps. We first prove that 
for all appropriate (a, P), (&U)(a, p) E %(a, p) and then that Ce(cy, p) E $*(a, p). 
We first note a couple of easy properties of the functions hap. Recall that if % is 
a countably complete ultrafilter over some index set I and id is the identity 
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function on I, then 
(a) For all XE I, XE % iff [id]% E i%X 
(b) For all f with domain I, cfl, = (i,)([idh). However, when we consider 
P,(*a), the identity function does not have finite support unless 6 is finite. The 
following proposition states the corresponding facts for B,(‘a). Rather than giving 
a general statement we will state in the form in which it will be used. 
4.22. Proposition. Let CY, 0, v, 6, %, baa be as in Definition 4.21. Let i : M,-+ 
Ult(M,, “u). Then 
(a) For all XE 9f(sa) n M,, X E% iff there is a b E iX with supp(b) s supp(iX) 
such that for all i(q) ~supp(iX), biC7, = borp(q). 
(b) Iffy M, with finite support and b E range(i) such that supp(b) E supp(if) and 
for i(v) E supp(if), hi(v) = bmp(v), then i& = (if)(b). 
4.23. Lemma. Suppose P s (Y s /3 < m*(a), M, exists, v = ~(a, p). Then 
(iJJ)(c-u, P) E %(a, P). 
Proof. Let 9~ = (i,U)(a, p), G* = %(a, p), and let G be the filter on ?P,(%P,v) of 
Definition 4.21 (so that G” = {x: XE G}). Suppose Xc%. Let s = supp XU{O}, 
say s={qk:k<n} with qk=O and qk<qk+l. Let CEP~V be club such that for 
all x E X, {bcrp, s X}c range(&,), and us x where (+ is as in Lemma 4.18(b). 
Define Y c “?Pav with support in s by a E Y iff 
(i) a,ECnQ(a, PI, and 
(ii) for all k < n, b,,,,(a,) = a,, n a. 
It is easy to check from the definitions that YE G, so Y” = {a* : a* E Y} E G”. 
Thus, since G* is a filter, we are done if we can show that Y” E X, i.e. we need 
a E Y implies u* E X. Suppose a E Y. Let y = a,, so y E Q(a, p) n C. Let X’, s’ be 
such that i,,,,X’ =X, iY,,s’ = s and suppose s’={q;: k < n}. Note that 4.17(b), (c) 
imply that Kg = y na and that iY,,QY =% (recall that Mv = MY by 4.17(d)). Thus 
X’ E qu, because XE%. Using 4.22(a) traced back to MY via iyv, we get that if 
b E MY is defined by b(i,,,+,q;) = hap_ (ao) for k >O and b(0) = y n CY, with b(q) 
arbitrary for other 77, then b E iv,i+,X’, since Ou, was used to form iy,j+l. Thus 
iF+l, bEi+,X’. Now &,,#i,,,, in general, but &X is essentially the ‘same’ as X 
except that its support is i_,,s’ instead of s. But iT+l,v has the same relation to a*, 
i.e., for all q Es’, 
(&+l,,b)(&$k) = iV+l,vbapv~(~O)z &,(a,) = a$. 
The equality marked ‘*’ holds by Lemma 4.18(b), since b,&ao) -=c A, (to see this 
apply i,,,, to both sides, which gives hap(v) -C 0, an inequality that is immediate 
from Definition 431) and the definition of hap). Thus since &+l,vb E &X’ we 
must have a” E X. 
4.24. Corollary. Suppose p s CY s p < m*(a), M, exists, v = v(a, 0). Then for all y 
such that v~y ~0, 
(i,u>(a, P) c%((~, P). 
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J?roof. (K~, &) bm(cx, p) for y 2 q, so the coherence condition guarantees that 
(i,,U)(a, p) remains unchanged. 
4.25. Lemma. Suppose I.L <(Y <p < m*(a) and M, exists. 
Then %(a, P) s s&(3 P). 
Proof. By induction on cm. Suppose %(a’, p’) c Pw (cx’, p’) for all ((Y’, p’) =Zrn 
(a, 13) such that (a’, p’)Edom%. Then by Corollary 4.24, (iVU)(oL’, P’)E P((Y’, p’) 
for all such (cx’, /3’), where v = ~(a, p). Thus L[(i,,U) I (a, @)I= L[9+ 1 (a, p)] 
(call this model M for short). Note that $,(a, p) and %(a, p) were defined 
(Definitions 4.7 and 4.21 respectively) in essentially the same way with only two 
differences. The first difference is that $&(cr, p) was defined using Q;G 9~3, 
whereas %(a, p) was defined using Q(a, p)s 9,~. But since L,+[Q((Y, P)]=[Q;], 
this poses no problem, since everything in the definitions was intersected with (Y at 
the last moment. The other difference is that we used b, to define F[q + l] from 
F[q] (with F as in Definition 4.7) and we used b&q) to define G[q + l] from 
G[T] (with G as in Definition 4.21). For the remainder of this proof abbreviate 
b = hap and b,, = b,. 
We now show that b(q) = 9 for all q by induction on q. Suppose b r IZ = b 1 q. 
We suppose b(q) # 6, and get a contradiction. 
Case I: b(q) < b,. Then by definition of b, there is a g E A4 with finite support 
in q and an f : 9Jl +a! canonical of rank b(q) such that {a : g(a*) = f(a,,)}~ fiq]. 
Thus since b 1 n = b 1 7, G[q] and flq] are ‘essentially the same’ (one is a filter 
on “P,u, the other on TPJ), so if we take any function with domain .?P,v that is 
canonical of rank b(q), say b,, = baBv, we have that {a : g(u*) = b,(u,)} E G[q]. Let 
X={u:g(u*)=a*,(=a, ncr)}cn+lP& 
Then 
{a lq:a~X and b,,(a,)=u,,na}={u~“CP~u:g(u*)=b,(u,)}tzG[q], 
so XE G[v + l] by definition, so X” E G. But X* E A4, so X” E (iJJ)(a, p). Since 
X* ={a: g(u) = a,,}, g E M=L(iJ_J) r (a, p)], and g has support in q, which 
violates Definition 4.5(3). 
Case II: b, <b(q). Let % = (i,U)(a, p) and pick h EM,, such that [hl, = b,. 
Then {a : h(u) < q,}~%, since b(q) = [(cz,,)]~, so by Definition 4.5(2) there is a 
g EL[(I,U) 1 (cq @)I= M with support in q such that {a : g(u) = h(u)}c%, i.e. 
[gh = b,. Many of the details are now much like the proof of Lemma 4.23. We let 
s = supp(g) u KO = {rlk : k -=c d, 
let C be a club set such that {b, s, g} s range(&) and u c x for all x E C, where (T is 
as in Lemma 4.18(b). By Corollary 4.13 we may assume that for all x E C, 
&f(x) = 6, for some f canonical of rank b,. YE 9’#9’,v) is then defined by a E Y 
iff a, E Q(a, p) n C and a,, = b,,(u,) for all k -=c n, and clearly YE G[v]. Let a E Y, 
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let y = a, and let g’, s’ E MY such that iYys’ = s and &,g’ = g. Then since y E 
a(% P), iyy% =% so[gllqy = f(Y), so if d E MY is defined by d(i-,,T+lq;) = b,,(a,J 
for k >O and d(0) = y ncu, then (i,-,+,g’)(d) =f(y) by tracing back Proposition 
4.22 from M, to MY using i,, (and the fact that MY = MJ). We now apply i,+l,, to 
both sides and use exactly the same argument regarding the supports of iv,,,’ and 
i,,g’ = g as was used for 03’ and X in Lemma 4.23. This gives g(a*) = f(y) = 
f(a,J. Since this was true for all a E Y, we see that {a : g(u*) = f(uo)} E G[v]. But, 
as remarked in Case I, G[v] and F[v] are ‘essentially the same’, so if f’: P&-e-a 
is canonical of rank b,, e.g. f(x) = f(x n v), then {a : g(a*) = f(u,,)}~ F[v]. But this 
violates the definition of b, in Definition 4.7. 
Thus we have shown that b,, = b(n). The fact that a, fl b, was used in Definition 
4.7 to get F[q + l] from F[q], whereas b,,,(u,) was used in the corresponding 
place to get G[v + l] from G[n], is not important, for both ~,~a,, n b, and 
u~~~,~,,(u~) are canonical of rank b, = b(n). 
There is one more thing to take care of: b(n) was defined for all n < (&,S)(a, /3), 
whereas we stopped defining filters F[n] when we reached a point such that 
b, 2 l3 for some 6 2 1. Thus we must show that 6 = (i,,S)(cz, p), where S > 1 was 
the least such that bs 2 6. If S < (i,S)(q p), then we would have b(6) = bs 2 p, 
which is easily seen to be impossible by the definition of b (= b,,) and Definition 
4.5(l), whereas if 6 > (i,,G)(a, p) = 6’, then we have b,.< /3. Letting [h3, = b,, for 
some h we see from Definition 4.5(5) (since l3 = [a H O,(u,J]~) that [g]% = b,, for 
some g ~L[(i”U)(cx, p)]= M, and the rest of the argument would proceed as in 
Case II to get exactly the same contradiction. Thus S = 6’ and we are done. 
We now give the promised precise statement of the Main Theorem 4.8 and its 
proof: 
Theorem. If R is an ordinal, then there is an elementary embedding i : L[U]+ 
L[S& !0+1]. 
Proof. It is immediate from Lemmas 4.24 and 4.25 that L[&U] = L[SU 1 0 + 11. 
We briefly remark on what the statement “enough high degree Mahlo cardi- 
nals” meant when we originally stated Theorem 4.8. Suppose there are no weakly 
Mahlo cardinals above CL. Then since 0, and m” are supposed to match in the 
interval [CL, J2 + l), the process must go on forever. On the other hand, it is easy to 
see that if U satisfies the restriction (a < y < OU(a) implies OU(y) = r) of 
Definition 4.5, then [p, 0 + 1) cannot contain a greatly Mahlo cardinal, for 
otherwise 0, and m” could not match. Thus, a proper class of greatly Mahlo 
cardinals suffices to take care of all sequences U satisfying that restriction. 
Similarly, a proper class of regular cardinals K such that {a < K : m*(a) 2 K} is 
unbounded in K suffices to take care of all U satisfying Definition 4.6. We also 
note that in many set-theoretical universes there will be many U’s such that 
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Bu < or, in which we can let p = or, and 0, and m” will then match on an initial 
segment of the ordinals. 
Finally, we note that the filter sequence SW was defined using certain CPJ’s, 
which is suggestive of supercompact cardinals (none of the models L[U] in this 
paper have even a K+-SUperCompaCt cardinal). It remains to be seen whether this 
is a coincidence or whether it is related to ghost properties of supercompactness 
that the cardinals in L[U] might have. 
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